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2016 Maverick, Cavin-Morris Gallery, New York, NY

Outsider Art Fair, represented by Cavin-Morris Gallery, New York, NY

2015 Outsider Art Fair, represented by Cavin-Morris Gallery, New York, NY

Art brut live, DOX Centre for Centre for Contemporary Art, Prague, Czech Republic

art brut, collection abcd/Bruno Decharme, La Maison Rouge, Paris, France
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2014 Art brut, Collection abcd/Bruno Decharme, La Maison Rouge, Paris, France

Le mur, works from the collection of Antoine de Galbert, La Maison Rouge, Paris France

Raw Vision, Halle Saint Pierre, Paris, France

Do the Write Thing, Read between the Lines, Galerie Christian Berst, New York, NY

2013 3(0) Days in Paris, Jean Brolly Gallery, Paris France

Drawing Now, Carrousel du Louvre, Paris France

Outsider Art Fair 2013, Hotel Le A, Paris, France

2012  Darker Stars & Drawing Parallels, Group exhibition, Cavin-Morris Gallery, New York, NY

Solo exhibition in Collection De L’art Brut Lausanne, called “Josef Hofer and the Mirror”

2011  Alter Ego, Galerie Christian Berst, New York, NY
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2010  Art Brut and Then Some, Group exhibition, Cavin-Morris Gallery, New York, NY

Pinacoteca Agnelli, The Museum of Everything, Milan, Italy

2009  Participated at the group exhibition “Arte Genio Follia”, held in Complesso Museale Santa 
Maria della Scala in Siena and organized in the collaboration with the Collecttion de l’Art 
Brut, Lausanne.

Participated at the group exhibition “Innenwelten, Art Brut in Wandel”, held in the Styrian 
Firemen’s museum in Groß St Florian.

Hofer’s works became part of the permanent exhibition of the Museum of Everything in 
London.

2008  Solo exhibition in the Object trouvé gallery, Paris.

Group exhibition in Shizu, Tokyo and Hokkaido, Japan. The Collection de l’Art Brut 
presented five artists to the Japanese public within the exhibition “Art Brut/ Crossing Spirit. 
The Encounter between the East and West: Collection de l’Art Brut and Japanese Outsider 
Art”.

Participated at the Second Salon du Dessin Contemporain in Paris.

Solo exhibition in the Gallerie am Stein, in Schärding am Inn, Scharding, Austria

2007  Solo exhibition in Art en Marge in Brussels.

Solo exhibition in the Latal gallery in Zürich.

Group exhibition in M AM AC in Lille (participated in collaboration with Art en Marge, 
Brussels).

Participated at the group exhibition “Art Brut in Austria, Kunst von Innen”, held in the 
Museumsquartier in Viena.

Received the 2007 award “Zeitsicht”, awarded by the company Hauser Consulting, Ausburg.
Solo exhibition in Annahof in Augsburg.

2006  Was part of the exhibition of the Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne, held in Circulo de 
Bellas Artes in Madrid.

Was part of the same exhibition of the Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne, this time held in 
San Sebastian. 

2005 Solo exhibition in the Galerie am Stein, in Schärding am Inn.

Group exhibition “Arnulf Rainer et sa collection d’Art Brut”, held in La maison rouge in 
Paris. The exhibition also travelled to the Hague and Ghent.

http://www.vocabulix.com/translation/german-english/gross.html


2004  Won first prize in the framework of EUWARD 2004 – European award for mentally 
handicapped painters and graphic artists. Solo exhibition in the Haus der Kunst in Munich.

2003  Hofer’s work became part of the Collection de l’Art Brut, Lausanne. In the same year, the 
collection organized his solo exhibition on its quarters.

Participated at the group exhibition “Art Brut. Vor Ort. – Art Brut um und in 
Salzburg”, held in the Rupertinum Museum of Modern Art in Saltzburg.

Solo exhibition “Art Form”, held at the Hartheim château.

2000  Participated at the group exhibition in the Museum of the City of Ried. Presented were 
works by three groups of painters working in the daily stationary workshops in Braunau am 
Inn, Mattinghofen and Ried.

Josef Hofer was born deaf and with multiple disabilities. Now in his sixties, he lives in the care home 
of the Lebenshilfe Oberösterreich in Ried, Austria. For many years he attended a basket-making 
workshop, but in 1997 he was introduced to a weekly art group, where his great talent for drawing 
became apparent. Since then he has put all his energy into his art.
Every day, ‘Pepi’, as Hofer is affectionately known, sits at his desk, drawing tirelessly and completely 
unaided. Pencils in different colours, sharpener and eraser are always in exactly the same place, and 
he has access to paper in various sizes. He does not appear to mind whether his carer is present or 
not, but whenever he finishes a new drawing he puts it carefully aside and proudly shows it to her 
later : her admiration and praise mean a lot to him. He works continuously and with great 
enthusiasm. His pictures seem to ‘pour’ out of him, and it is hard to get him to stop working so that 
he can have lunch or go home.

To begin with, Hofer drew agricultural machines and figures which resembled ‘Terminator’ on 
remnants of wallpaper and office paper. His human figures were always built up in the same way: 
first he would draw a naked body; then he would dress it in several layers, as if he were putting 
clothes on it; finally, he would add a kind of protective covering, with screws on both shoulders, as if 
to ‘lock up’ the figure. One day, another member of the art group was copying a female nude from a 
picture. Hofer kept glancing at his neighbour and eventually he himself began to draw a naked 
figure. The result was astonishing, because what he had depicted was a male body.

Ever since that day, Hofer has not ‘locked up’ his figures. Instead, he expresses his curiosity and 
interest in the male body through his drawings. He proceeds with a child-like lack of inhibition and 
an innocence which most of the viewers of his pictures have long lost. He applies the same calm 
precision to the drawing of his nudes as he does to the depiction of a tractor.

--excerpt from “Unlocking the Human Form; Josef Hofer” by Elisabeth Telsnig, 
Raw Vision #55, 2006


